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CHAPTER 1

“I found a green one! And this one’s

buzzing!” Yasmin called out, hoping

the tiny vibrating creature wouldn’t

fly away before her friends could

see it. 

Will and Chloe clamoured around

her.

“Let me see!” said Will, grabbing

Yasmin’s hand.

“Will, be careful,” said Chloe “Their

wings are delicate.”
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The three friends peered down as

the grass-coloured cicada in

Yasmin’s hand started to climb up

her arm.

“It tickles!” Yasmin giggled, flicking

her arm and accidentally sending

the cicada buzzing off into the sky. 
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“Oh no, I didn’t mean to scare it.”

“Let’s look for more.” Will replied.

“Where did you find that one?”

“At the bottom of this tree.”

Yasmin pointed to a group of trees

along the fence that went around

the playground at Mulberry Street

School. 
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While their classmates swung on

the monkey bars and fought for

turns on the curly slide, Yasmin,

Chloe and Will preferred to go

exploring around the school

grounds.

In fact, their teacher, Mr Barbossa

had nicknamed them "The

Scrutineers" because they always

seemed to be investigating some

kind of new mystery. 

On this spring day they had found

their mystery in the form of a

sudden emergence in cicadas -

which left parts of the ground

looking like Swiss cheese from all

the holes in it.
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“I think this is their favourite tree in the

whole school” Chloe said, looking up into

its leaves. 

“Look at all the shells up there!”

Sure enough, there were dozens of

discarded brown cicada shells hidden

throughout the tree branches, like little

Easter eggs waiting to be discovered.
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The three friends had already

gathered an impressive collection

of shells - though they hadn’t quite

worked out what they were going to

do with them all. 

Yasmin had wanted to give them all

names and build a house for them.

Chloe had wanted to paint them

with sparkly nail polish and turn

them into jewelry.
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And Will had wanted to crush  them

all up and turn them into a magic

powder. He was sure cicada shells

must have some kind of magical

properties.

As the three friends tried to figure

out how they were going to reach

these prized shells up so high, an

unfamiliar voice called to them.
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“Why do you think they like these

trees so much?”

Peering through the fence was a

short woman with a big floral sun

hat on. 

She had the kind and inviting voice

of a teacher, but in her dirt-stained

jeans and flannel, she certainly

didn’t look like one.

“Maybe they eat the leaves?”

Yasmin asked, examining the light

yellowish leaves.

“Hmmm… good guess,” said the

woman in the sun hat. “But take a

closer look at the tree. What else

can you see?”

The children looked closer at the

tree. Some of the bark was

beginning to peel, but that didn’t

seem particularly interesting. 

There were no flowers or berries for

the insects to eat. 

Then Chloe noticed something

unusual at the back of the tree’s

trunk.
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It was golden and oozing out of a

small crack. She grabbed a twig and

poked at it, and a shiny golden

strand of the substance stuck to her

twig.

“It’s sap!” she cried. “The cicadas

must eat the sap from the trees.”
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“Let me see, Chloe" said Will,

grabbing a twig to have a poke.

"Maybe that’s where they get their

magical powers from.” 

He turned to show the glistening

sap to the lady in the sun hat, but

when he looked up, the mysterious

woman was gone.

“Let’s see if we can find another

cicada and see if it eats the sap!”

suggested Yasmin, and The

Scrutineers set out on their new

mission.
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